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Getting to the Core of Common Core
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American Freedom Watch Radio on redstatetalkradio.com
and blogtalkradio.com/americanstatesman
Topic: IRS, IMMIGRATION, Deception
Guest: Former LTC Terry Lakin and Marco Ciavolino, TLAF
Lieutenant Colonel Terry Lakin was released from Fort Leavenworth after serving five months. He
was imprisoned after a court martial resulting from his refusal to deploy for a seventh overseas
tour.
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Please share this Newsletter.
Some of the issues in this letter are repetitive. That is for a reason, it takes the average person 10
times to see something before they pay attention. It is also important for you to understand that
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everything is connected
everything happens for a reason
nothing is random
everything is planned
EVERYTHING IS A LIE

This is a enewspaper, and should be read one section at a time. After each section take a breath,
let it sink in, then think what is the opposite. Equate every regulation to Money, Power and
Control.
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Did you call your legislator today? Plenty of issues at hand, SPYING, CCS, Benghazi, IRS,
Immigration, Debt. Pick one but MAKE A CALL.
Obama and the Progressive D&R are going to push us into WWIII as a diversion from the WH
scandals.
We are backing the wrong side - there is no good side.
Don't be fooled. We can win. We will be waging war on Russia and Iran. Very Bad.
Purpose of war - DEPOPULATION, Wealth Redistribution, Massive Debt
People in debt can't accumulate wealth.
American will not be able to pay the debt.
Obama will then con-seed and sell American to our debt holders, China and Russia. Good bye
American land and natural resources - the real goal.

Hello Americans:
Recently many legislators are on the promote common core band wagon. In an article Senator
John Legg is trying to convince Florida that CCS is great. His article is:
Answer to Senator John Legg on Common Core Standards (CCS):
http://tbo.com/list/news-columns/legg-common-core-will-better-prepare-floridas-studentsb82501165z1

My answer:
The RTTT grant demanded CCS in Florida as a condition for the grant. You sir signed onto this
before you read anything. How do I know? Because I testified in front of your committee and asked
you not to sign onto something not written. CCS was not written when you signed to accept RTTT
money as another unknown expensive fad for Florida. When standards are mandated by DC and
assessments are geared to those standards, DC dictates curricula.
CCS was not a results of any state led anything. 2 lobby groups along with many liberal academia
(no room for conservatives) wrote these standards which are lower or equal to the Florida Sunshine
Standards. Members of the CCSSO, Council of Chief State School Officers (lobbyists), the NGA,
National Governor’s Association (lobbyists), and a chief education policy group part of the NGA.
These groups were joined by members of the Obama Administration and a progressive group called
Achieve, the teacher labor unions - FTA, NEA, and ACT and the College Board. Many of these
groups were funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation who stand a lot to gain from
implementation. WHERE ARE THE CONSERVATIVES?
Legg: Common Core State Standards are built upon strengths of current state standards but are
internationally benchmarked Truth: The only place international benchmarks come from are UNESCO - a UN anti-America
socialist organization influencing American schools.
Legg: Students to succeed in our global economy and society.
Truth: A student can not be a global citizen and an American citizen at the same time unless
American history is deleted or altered. Today, Students in HS learn American history from 1865
forward. This is the progressive era and omits the reasons for founding American. Students use
proprietary texts NOT REVIEWED by the FLDOE, according to the FLDOE.
Students no longer learn cursive writing. Why? Because cursive writing is highly individual and
individualism is unacceptable in CCS. Students are now part of the collective and are called
HUMAN CAPITAL.(Look at the RTTT grant signed by Charlie Crist calling students Human Capital.)
The new education goal is of the training the collective (human capital) to work. Many of our
founding documents are in cursive writing so students be void learning of self governing and
responsibility by not reading the actual founding documents. Global citizenship teaches the UN
grants rights in opposition to our Constitution and our GOD given rights. States CAN NOT learn from
each other if everything they learn is one size fits all same standards. You are contradicting
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yourself.
You omitted the National Data Base of personal information that must be collected at what cost to
family privacy and at what expense to the taxpayer?
Our education standards nationwide have been stagnant for the last 30 years. - Why? Because you
(Legislators, parents, teachers, administrators taxpayers) have not paid attention to the CONTENT
of the material or of the Pavlov/Skinner method of TRAINING. Our kids will become nothing more
than pets responding to a stimulus now called an APP.
In the last 30 years, little by way of grades have changed. Kids in record numbers fail regardless of
how much money we spend because no one looks at the progressive teaching model which is
DESIGNED to make kids DUMB. NO ONE addresses the real issue, WHAT ARE THEY READING? How
are they learning?
Where they learning has become more important than what they learn. Who cares if they are
trained in a government school, charter school, private school or homeschool if all schools must
follow the same standards of CCS.
Training for mediocrity makes mediocre students and adults who become legislators who think the
Constitution is a living breathing document to be altered and changed. Mission accomplished. What
part of American is that?
Legg: Florida, as an education reform leader, has adopted its own rigorous standards beyond the
minimum Common Core State Standards,
Truth: The Florida legislators change the name of Sunshine Standards to Common Core Standards.
Exactly how is that different?
Florida is a leader of mediocrity. Why? Because CCS is designed to redistribute wealth from the
taxpayer to the companies who are pushing CCS.
Let's follow the money:
Why is Jeb Bush pushing CCS down our throats here in Florida ?
Why is he trying to influence our leadership that this Marxist form of education is good for Florida
?
FEE - Foundation for Excellence in Education, the Jeb Bush Foundation is contacting REC's and
telling them to support CCS. Why?
Lets dig. Remember everything is connected.
Bush 41 signed the Agenda 21 treaty with the United Nations calling for our Education to follow
under the Karl Marx based Sustainable America. (the only place Sustainability is defined is in UN
documents. The book, Our Common Future coined the term.)
Clinton continued with Agenda 21. He is close friends of the Bush family and supports the Karl Marx
based Sustainable America while he gave away our technology to China. Goals 2000, School to
Work, Sustainable America, NCLB, CCS are all the same program. The names have changed but the
Anti-American rhetoric has not.
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GW Bush 43, siblings are Pauline Robinson "Robin" Bush, John Ellis "Jeb" Bush, Neil Mallon Bush,
Marvin Pierce Bush, and Dorothy "Doro" Bush LeBlond Koch.
In 1999, Neil Bush co-founded Ignite! Learning, an educational software corporation. Bush has said
he started Austin-based Ignite! Learning because of his learning difficulties in middle school and
those of his son, Pierce. The software uses multiple intelligence methods to provide varying types
of content to appeal to multiple learning styles.
Ignite! Learning offers middle school curricula in social studies, science, and mathematics. The
company's instructional design is based on constructivism, differentiated instruction, and Howard
Gardner's writing on multiple intelligences to appeal to multiple learning styles.
To fund Ignite!, Neil Bush and others raised $23 million from U.S. investors, including his parents,

teapartychannel.ne
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freedominamerica.u

YOU can make excuses or you c

Barbara Bush and George H.W. Bush, as well as businessmen from Taiwan, Japan, Kuwait, the
British Virgin Islands and the United Arab Emirates, according to documents filed with the
Securities and Exchange Commission.
As of 2006, at least $2 million had come from Taiwanese interests that had given Neil Bush a job
consulting for a semiconductor manufacturer, and at least $3 million came from Saudi interests. A
foundation linked to Reverend Sun Myung Moon donated $1 million for a research project by the
company in Washington, D.C.-area schools. Now it makes sense why the school book texts are
Islamic biased with little reference to Christians. Why FBI and military training material has
removed words like Islamic terrorist, Jhad etc.
In 2002, Ignite! entered into a partnership with a Mexican company, Grupo Carso to outsource
many software and product development functions. Regarding the deal, Ignite! President (then
CFO) Ken Leonard stated, "That's turned out to be great." Ignite! laid off 42% of its in-house
workforce (21 individuals) in preparation for the partnership. (outsourcing initiated by Clinton who
signed, NAFTA)
Leonard said that outsourcing production will give it the resources to develop additional course
software more quickly, and that the company wants to develop an entire middle school curriculum
featuring the basics of language arts, math and science. (or was it to be able to pay less in salary
and keep more profit?)
Deceased Russian billionaire expatriate Boris Berezovsky had been an investor in Bush's Ignite!
program since at least 2003. Berezovsky's partner Badri Patarkatsishvili, Kuwaiti company head
Mohammed Al Saddah, and Chinese computer executive Winston Wong.
Imagine that. All these Communists putting a hand into our school system here in the USA ! BAD !!
Follow the $$$$$$$
As of October 2006, over 13 U.S. school districts (out of over 14,000 school districts nation-wide
have used federal funds made available through the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 in order to
buy Ignite's products at $3,800 apiece which is Neil Bush's company !!
In December 2003, a Washington Post Style article said that Ignite! was paying Neil Bush a salary of
$180,000 per year.
So is Jeb Bush pushing Communist Common Core in Florida so Neil Bush can fund his software
company? IMAGINE THAT !
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I am a former teacher who remembers real teaching not training. Big difference between
education and training. As a former teacher, you sir, should be appalled at the content of the
material that is Anti-American, anti -Judeo-Christian, anti-family. You would have to read the
content of emotional, factless, material based on the demise of America. Maurice Strong UN, said,
"In order to save the planet we must destroy capitalism". Now in school, Capitalism has become a
dirty word. Did you read any of the material? You are OK with the propaganda about phony man
made climate, phony sustainable developments, Jesus being a Palestinian, Mommy being a nag,
doing more for less, America being the reason for all of man's problems, mandatory volunteerism,
man being the enemy of the earth? The people touting CCS are the same people who are paid by
CCS to promote CCS.
The framers of the Constitution would be horrified as to what education has become. To them
school was the place where students learned reading, writing, arithmetic, freedom, liberty, the
pursuit of happiness, civics, constitution, responsibility, consequences, logic, reason and cognitive
thinking so they could evaluate their own lives and make choices for their own destiny.
Instead we have government training, social programs and a one sided progressive training so kids
learn how to push an APP instead of thinking. Eliminating texts enable history to be altered at the
stroke of the delete key.
Am I wrong? Go take a test from 1920 there are plenty of them on line. See how well you do and
you will discover what our kids ARE NOT learning as we fill their classes with feel good programs
like: drugs, sex, bullying, gender, race.
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So John, I suggest you read the content of the material then bring back your evaluation of what
America you want to live in, one of OBE - outcome based education where the outcome is already
determined by the government - what we have now? Or Opportunity based education, the one from
our framers crafted where every individual has the same opportunity to determine their destiny
following the rule of law as laid out in our Constitution?
I will not comply. Will you?
Karen Schoen, AgEnder
for a quick link to send to your friends and associates, FB and Twitter use
http://watchdogwire.com/florida/2013/06/17/answer-to-senator-john-legg-on-common-corestandards/
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RED ALERT VERY IMPORTANT:
This edition contains the following Agenda 21 topics:
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Environmental Terrorism
Equity: Private Property
Equity: Radical Islam
Equity: Obamacare
Equity: National Security
Economic Terrorism
Education
Immigration
National Defense

Watch a short video explaining Agenda 21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51W2xlIZ95E
The light side of Agenda 21
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ENVIRONMENTAL TERRORISM

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Climate Change: The New York Times is wondering, as are other mainstream media outlets, “What
to Make of a Warming Plateau.” If the media had a more critical eye, they’d see what they’ve
been expecting is wrong. The Times reported Monday that “The rise in the surface temperature of
earth has been markedly slower over [...]
http://epaabuse.com/12900/news/climate-models-predict-heat-that-hasntoccurred/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=climate-models-predict-heatthat-hasnt-occurred&utm_source=EPA+Abuse&utm_campaign=fcd1d52bceRSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_bdf7c53c9e-fcd1d52bce-305111273
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Send the press release on spaceandscience.net to your Senator.

_____________________
Follow the truth

EQUITY: Property Rights
When going to a planning meeting learn by past mistakes remember:

theblaze.com
The definition of treason:
The betrayal of one's own country by
against it or by consciously or purpos
aid its enemies.

!. Sustainable Developments (SD) are not proven to do anything except cost money by reducing
taxable build-able land. Make them find 1 place running in the black.
2. Be overly expensive with products that do not work and only benefit friends of the govt
eliminating competition.
3. Every SD builds a democratic base. Look at your voter map.
4. People not from your area will determine what people from you area should do.
5. Restricting consumption means restricting your consumption not theirs.
8. Regionalism eliminates local county govt and private property. Once you start taking grants you
will not be able to breathe without approval from the FEDS.
......................................................................................
CA: Contact Rosa Koire and HELP as they are suing the Feds for destroying SF Bay area.
DONATION SITE: http://www.gofundme.com/2w8d08
.................................................................................................................

Writing at Canada Free Press A.J. Cameron warns us of the imposition of U.N.
Agenda 21 via the White River National Blueway scheme.
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/55922#.UbuzN3ma3eg.gmail
According to A.J.:
"This 17.8 million acre watershed is part of the National Blueways System,
which is part of the America’s Great Outdoors Initiative. The global elites,
including notable U. S. citizens, who are orchestrating the controlled
demolition of our republic and way of life, use words as weapons in a manner
similar to how a professional assassin uses his/her weapon of choice in
eliminating the intended target. In this case, the intended target is the law‐
abiding, patriotic and faith‐filled U. S. citizen. The following amalgam of a
paragraph is an example of their verbal treachery:
The National Blueways System is a program created to conserve natural
amenities, enhance recreational opportunities, and foster sustainable
economic activities within significant river systems across the country. The
America’s Great Outdoors Initiative establishes a community‐driven
conservation and recreation agenda for the 21st century. Blueways are
extremely important resources for filtration of fresh water supplies,
conservation of wildlife and wildlife habitat, sustainable economic activities
and outdoor recreational outlets for millions of Americans."
...........................................................................................................
FL: RED ALERT
Seven/50 Regional (communist) conference
The Government using our tax dollars is planning another convention telling
more lie about global warming and the need to build a sea wall for the rising
ocean. This Seven /50 plan is another wealth redistribution and how to steal
your property rights while eliminating elected officials scheme.

Libya

Contact Federal Congress
Contact State Legislators
Find your legislator
__________________

The Sustainable Freedom Lab
announces ithe new DVD to assist you
Agenda 21 in your community.
To find out more go to:
sustainablefreedomlab.org

Check out the 10 Reasons to Avoid R

Who is Obama?
Read Stephen Pidgeon
"The Obama Error"
This will tell you who he truly is. Peo
backing him in The New World Order
Trilateralists, and the BuilderBurgers.
cabal that is banking him, let me just
them, Obama will throw them under
he thru the Saudi King under the bus,
you under the bus too, because his ul
objective is to establish a worldwide
caliphate with him as caliph declaring
god in the temple of god that will be
Jerusalem on the Temple Mount. Tha
intends. That is who he thinks he is
WHERE IS CONGRESS?

The Citizens in the seven counties are organizing a conference at the same
time in the same place only they are telling the truth and do nto have
government funding (any help is appreciated)
Here are the Summit Agendas for both the Seven50 Regional Summit #3 and
the American Coalition 4 Property Rights Stop Seven50 2 day program.
Please forward to folks who know would need this information. And, have
them go to our web site ‐ www.ac4pr.org

...a system of government where th

capable to lead are elected by the
of producing, and where the memb
least likely to sustain themselves or
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confiscated wealth of a diminishing
producers.

Any questions feel free call me !
Leigh Lamson
Cell: 772‐342‐0812
.....................................................................................
AWARENESS IS THE FIRST STEP IN THE RESISTANCE.
Equity: IMMIGRATION is really Muslim infiltration

The Government Unemployment numbers are LIES; click link at

_________________________
"Under my plan, your energy pri

necessarily sky rocket...You can
plant but it will go bankrupt.
Create the Crisis.....
The Gulf Timeline
Movies to see:
Seeds of Death - Monsanto

https://www.numbersusa.com/content/
see video

Immigration 'reform' adds 33 million competitors to jobless Americans

Strategic Relocation

Call the Senate and say NO to the Amnesty Bill
................................................................................

The DeterminatorsMovie

Equity: Obamacare
He who controls health controls you.

END GAME

Government Website Offers 10-year-old Girls Tips on ‘Anal Sex’ and ‘Mutual Masturbation’
June 3, 2013
Yeah you read that right, since it’s after 9pm, figured I could send this out! For those that aren’t
up to speed, Muslims don’t
have normal intercourse with women because it’s “filthy” because women are filthy…they prefer
anal sex. Think this is a coincidence? I don’t! Victoria
The government has a website designed especially for young girls. And you won’t believe the
sleaze and filth it contains:
A government website designed for girls ages 10 to 16 offers health advice and information on a
wide range of topics, including homosexuality, anal sex and “mutual masturbation.”
The Health and Human Services’ girlshealth.gov includes tips on fitness and nutrition and an
“environmental health” section where girls can read about leading a “green” lifestyle.
But the site also includes a glossary that explains anal sex and "mutual mastibation” and includes
information about birth control and how to access everything from condoms to “emergency
contraceptives.”
Read the full story at CNS News.

Thrive
UN Deception
UN ME
Behold a Pale Horse

The Soviet Story

.................................................................................

Equity: National Defense
Spying:

Obama 2016
Runaway Slave

On Modest Encroachments

Agenda Documentary
Obama's words

By George Mantor
“It will not be denied that power is of an encroaching nature and that it ought to be effectually
restrained from passing the limits assigned to it.” – James Madison
I wonder what Jimmy-boy might be thinking if he were around to see how much things have
changed since the dawn of this noble, yet failed, experiment in personal liberty. I wonder if he
thought we would ever get dumb enough to buy into the notion that personal freedoms don’t really
matter.
read more http://4closurefraud.org/2013/06/13/on-modest-encroachments/
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IRS:

The IRS has become too big and too powerful. The government abused its power through the IRS
and targeted you for the ‘crime’ of being a Patriot.
Now it’s time to stand up, speak up, and set things right. This is your moment to fight and win.
Join Glenn Beck and the Tea Party Patriots – this Wednesday June 19 – for the AUDIT THE IRS
RALLY.

What: Audit the IRS Rally
When: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 from Noon – 3pm
Where: West Lawn of the US Capitol
Download your Rally Posters here
Download your Audit the IRS Rally toolkit here
"I will go and stand, and I ask you to do the same" – Glenn Beck telling his listeners to rally in DC
this Wednesday – the first time he has mobilized his listeners since the massive "Restoring Honor"
rally in August of 2010.
Glenn Beck stands with us. So will: Sens. Rand Paul, Mike Lee, and Ted Cruz, Congressmen Steve
King, Louie Gohmert, Michele Bachmann, Jim Bridenstine and others. We have coalitions partners
like Breitbart, Heritage Action, Restore America’s Voice, American Center for Law and Justice,
Gateway Pundit, The Institute for Liberty, Grassfire/Patriot Action Network, War Room Radio
Program, and Tea Party Students.
.................................................................................

Food

In light of the recent public anger over the Monsanto Protection Act, here’s a simple, printable list
of companies that use Monsanto products.
By avoiding products made by companies on this list, you can help ensure your money isn’t going to
Monsanto and also watch out for the health of your family and yourself.
http://www.realfarmacy.com/category/health-2/foods-to-avoid/
.................................................................................
Prostitution and Drugs Permeated Clinton's State Department:
Diplomatic Security Service awash in Sex, Drugs and Hookers Related posts: Chaffetz: State Dept

www.youtube.com/watch?v=_mO8V
Important Web site

stopthecrime.net

Click on source documents and look a
document
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Global Warming The great America H
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The Bilderbergs have their cont
in every part of the world. Ever
connected: See the chart
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Learn the truth about the Illuminati w
Dr Preston Bailey
spiritualwarfarecenter.com

Hiding Benghazi Survivors Congressman Jason Chaffetz (R- UT) says he has been “thwarted”…
Bombshell: Obama State Dept. Withdrew Security Team From Libya Despite the fact that Libyan
ambassador Chris Stevens had repeatedly…
http://www.impeachobamacampaign.com/video-prostitution-drugs-permeated-clintons-statedept/

Para Hispanos
libertadusa.com
_________________________

IT IS HAPPENING IN
AMERICA...

ECONOMIC TERRORISM
Where would be the place, in the United States to be, in the event of an economic
collapse?
What if you had to grow some of your own food to feed your family? What if utilities
failed to provide water,
natural gas or electricity? How would you heat your home or cook your meals?
What if riots and crime plagued large cities? What would happen if the government
stopped handing out
Foodstamps and Welfare?
Are you prepared?
The Middle East is exploding and Obama is arming the terrorists because they are his
Muslim Brotherhood Buddies.
Is WWIII in the wings, the Progressive traitors in congress will support arming
cannibals.
Get Prepared.
...................................................................................
It makes me sick to write this. The black robe traitors of the SCOTUS
The Supreme Court says states cannot require would-be voters to prove they are U.S. citizens
before using a federal registration system designed to make signing up easier.
Read Latest Breaking News from Newsmax.com http://www.newsmax.com/US/Supreme-CourtVoter-Citizenship-Proof/2013/06/17/id/510281#ixzz2WXR1txfC
AZ: Now is the time for the 10th Amendment.

EDUCATION

If you are in Florida, join us.
FL:
Common Core Activist Training
9:00 – 11:00 AM
Ritz-Carlton (4012 Central Florida Parkway, Orlando, FL 32837)
Salons 5 and 6
Contact: Whitney Neal – wneal@freedomworks.org
Link on FreedomConnector - http://connect.freedomworks.org/node/376767
Details on the Training:
FreedomWorks will provide an overview of Common Core (what it is, where it came from, who are
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the players, how is it being implemented, etc.) along with specific action items and tools that can
be used to stop Common Core in your community/state. We hope you will take this information
home with you and share it with other activists as we build a national coalition and STOP Common
Core.
Common Core Protest (at the site of the National Common Core Conference)
11:30 AM- 1:00 PM
Coordinated by: Laura Zorc and Stacie Clark
Contact Information: Laura – laurazorc@yahoo.com and Stacie – g5club@yahoo.com
Notes from Stacie on the Protest:
For those attending the protest- we'll be out on the public sidewalk- on the main road (John
Young Parkway) in front of the Marriott/Ritz entrances. There is parking on the side of the road
when you turn 'Right' on Whisper Lakes Blvd (second entrance into Marriott). The road is wide
enough to park a line of cars. Also, going 'Left' on Whisper Lakes Blvd takes you into a
neighborhood- parking is available there, or further north on John Young at the Walgreens.
Also- for those wanting to hold a sign during the protest, please add your group name to the sign
(e.g; FPACC, Tea Party/9-12, Stop Common Core, FACCE, FL Stop CCCoalition, ect). You can put
the group name in small font. Due to permitting laws we are wanting to show the separate groups
representing the 'Fight Against Common Core'.
If you have any questions please let me know! Can't wait to meet those who can make it!! God
Bless!
In Liberty,
Whitney Neal
Director of Grassroots
FreedomWorks, Inc.
Phone: (202) 942-7668
Cell: (202) 412-3131
@whitneyneal

_________________________________________
TN: Karen Bracken explained Common Core to the Chattanooga Tea Party. Listen to
Karen
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0X0EFeH25bw

Power point, Brochures are available on agenda21today.com solutions section.
For a good history of American education get the CD or download the documents in
the Agenda21today.com store.

Choice is not the answer. Choice is the diversion. How many choices does your child need to learn
communism?

50¢ each
Contact Charlotte at: dumbdown00@yahoo.com
Blanket your community.....

Order your bumper stickers.

Environmental Justice
Equity
Facilitator
Fair
Friends of
General Plan
Global Warming
Good Business Sense
Grants
Green House Gas (GHG) Emissions
Greenways
Growth management
Habitat
HEAL (Healthy Eating Active Living) C
Healthy Communities Strategy
High Speed Rail
Historic preservation
Housing Element
Inclusive
Inter-disciplinary
International baccalaureate
International Council on Local Environ
Initiatives (ICLEI)
Invasive species
Jobs-Housing Connection
Land Use Policies
Lifelong learning
Livable communities
Livable Communities
Local
Local Governments for Sustainability
Metropolitan Planning Organizations
Mixed Use Development
Modeling
Multi-Use Dwellings
New Economy New Urbanism
New World Order
One planet communities
Open Space
Outcome based education
Outcomes
Parking Policy
Precautionary approach
Precautionary Principle
Preserve
Priority Conservation Areas
Priority Development Areas (PDA)
Prosperity
Protect
Public/Private partnerships
Quality of life
Redevelopment
Regional
Resilient Cities
Responsible development
Restoration
Safe Routes to Schools
Sanctuary
Scenic views and vistas
School to work
Sensitive Lands

SILENCE IS NOT AN OPTION.
Today your legislators have little or know knowledge of America. Will you call your legislator
and demand Impeachment or will you sit like a lump complain and wait for others to call?
Who controls your destiny?
Devvy Kidd:
Without the usual commentary about Barry Soetoro aka Obama and what he's done and is doing to
this country, is there any way to get him out of the White House?
read more

Fed up, want to really do something to make a difference,
join Liberty Empowerment Institute.

Communication Is Key...
Do we really have free press? http://williamlewisfilms.com/rtr.html
YES WE HAVE A FREE PRESS...Go to americanpatriotnews.us
What is AmericanPatriotNews.us?
This is a perfect project for your group and youth in your community. Imagine if your community
was informed when Agenda 21 meetings occurred, when commissioners made decisions prompted
by Regional Councils, NGO's and Non profit conservation groups. If you print the truth they will
read it. Too many people are hungry for truth, you can provide it.
The youth can become the reporters, learn graphics, get distribution. Ask them what they want to
read...You will wind up teaching them a lot of truth and they will learn to read.
Warren Buffett is busy buying local newspapers, Does he own your county yet? or will you?
Use the front page and name, become the American Patriot News of__your county____
To make it easier, the front page and cover is federal, just add your state and local info on the
back. Work together with others in your state and local. United we win.
editor@americanpatriotnews.us
HiTech: Want to go HiTech, can you produce a show? Do some DVDs, radio TV? Are you creative?
Check out our new network participate in freedominamerica.us
Join us as we bring up our new IP radio and TV shows for truth in media.

Smart growth
Smart Meters
Smart Streets
Social justice
Squall
Stack and Pack Housing
Stakeholder
Sustainable Communities Initiative
Sustainable communities partnership
Sustainable communities strategies
Sustainable development
Sustainable Economic Development
Sustainable medicine
Three "E"s of Sustainablity-Equity, Eco
Environment
Traffic calming
Transit Oriented Development (TOD)
Transportation Justice
Triple bottom line
Upzoning
Urban Growth Boundary
Urban revitalization
Vehicle Mileage Traveled Tax
Vibrant Neighborhoods
Vision
Visioning Meetings
Walkable Communities
Watershed
Wetlands
Wildlands

_____________________

At a national security briefing in DC w
Party Patriots we viewed this briefing

The author:
http://www.conservapedia.com/Ste

Here is one of this briefs...on you tub
you see all of them.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

How much of the media is owned by t

Videos

How many of the school textbook com
owned by the Saudis?

Check out the new videos on agenda21today.com and on teapartychannel.net.

It is only when we know the tr
stop being useful idiots.

Join us on our AgEnders Thursday night conference call.
The instructions are on the right. They are also on agenda21today.com

_________________________

Then Listen...
Join Karen Schoen, John Estabrooks, and a great group of guests on AmericaFreedomWatchRadio.
Coming soon: New time 8PM EST, 7CST, 6MST, 5PST.
Location: blogtalkradio.com/americanstatesman
and Redstatetalkradio.com
Wednesday 12Pm (noon)EST
Thurs 5AM EST,

Nullify ALL Unconstitutio
Federal Laws

Nullification for Lawyers
Lawyers want you to believe that the
created a federal government that wo
the extent of its own power.
They are wrong read more
_________________________

Brzezinski: "Popu

Sunday 12 AM (night)

Remember God helps those who help themselves.
Please help us by making a donation of any amount for newspapers, trips to Tally for citizen
lobbyists, the TV and radio station, postcards, DVD's.
Anyone making a donation of $20 or more will get a DVD of their choice.

God Bless you and God Bless the United States of America.

Resistance" is Derai
New World Ord

During a recent speech in Poland......

Brzezinski concluded that “persistent
motivated populist resistance of polit
awakened and historically resentful p
external control has proven to be incr
difficult to suppress.”
Listen to the Speech

In Liberty,
Karen Schoen and the AgEnders

Did you sign the Property Rights Bill
What are you waiting for? Sign the Bil
Click here
Use the petition to talk to your neig
them how important it is to vote.
Take the petition wherever you go.

Most important remember YOU ARE NOT ALONE, United We Stand!!!

Fax signature pages to 850-303-0029

Not to speak is to speak, not to act is to act.
Karen Schoen, AgEnder
info@agenda21today.com

Victory is our only

Thank you AgEnders for contributing to this NewsLetter: Karen Bracken, Victoria
Baer, Rose Bailey, Pam Evans, Heather Gass, Charlotte Iserbyt, Cindy Lucas, Diane
Kepus, Neil Rice, Bob Root, Tony and Deb Caso, Donna Garner, Rosa Korie
"All that it takes for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing." - Edmund
Burke

Volunteers are needed to help write postcards.
Donations are needed to buy stamps.
contact us: info@agenda21today.com

When the defense of liberty becomes a crime, tyranny is already in force. At that point,
failure to defend liberty makes slavery a certainty.

I WILL NOT COMPLY, WILL YOU?
FL Gov Race begins NOW.
FL first candidate to step up is Adrian Wylie who stated, "

“I have read and I fully support the ten affirmations. I have signed, and I solemnly swear

to abide by, the ten promises of the Tenth Amendment Pledge. “
Check out what else Adrian says on his web site http://wyllieforgovernor.com/
Do something different Contact Adrian to speak to your group.

John Hallman and The AgEnders, are working hard for America. There is no secret donor,
everything we do is on our own, grass roots, the American way. Everyone hates to ask for money
but we have no choice. We know time are hard and we need your help, letter, emails, calls and
yes money.
Please help and make a donation of any size.
We thank you all.
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